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install - broken dome light housing tab ugh. Thread starter Kevin08 Start Date Mar 9, Kevin08
Well-Known Member. According to the internet, it's the easiest thing to do - pry dome light
housing down from the back, pop out bulbs, put in new ones. For whatever reason, my dome
light housing took a LOT more force to undo than any other video on the internet I've seen,
when it finally did pop out, half of the passenger side plastic mounting tab stayed inside of the
metal clip that retains it. Of course this would happen to me. Anyway, now it's very loose and
wiggles a lot. BlownOne Horsepower Fiend. I had the same thing happen to me when I did my
led light kit. That stupid tab gets caught and separates from the housing. Actually I started
breaking the plastic holder inside the roof from yanking so hard. I still hate that dome light lol.
Kevin08 said:. ValidusTalon Well-Known Member. I had nearly the same thing, also on the
passenger side - the plastic tab stuck in the metal clip and was basically shredded. To resolve
the issue I had to bend the metal tab back into shape it got messed up too! My short term fix
was to wrap some electrical tape around the plastic tab. It added enough material so the metal
clip could grab onto something and seems to be holding firm some 6 months later. Cinch it up,
try to tuck the buckle part of the tie in, and just cut the zip tie if I had to replace the bulb in the
future MagneRush Member. MagneRush said:. Same thing happened to me in my brand new
ride Anyways, long story short, they called me yesterday and said that the Service manager
denied to cover it under warranty so I either got to argue and convince him that it came from the
factory like that or fix it myself. A bunch of bullshit for a dome light. I personally think the
design is wrong because the clips used are way too tight and break the cheap thin plastic tabs
off before they release out of the roof mount. How much of yours broke off? If there is any of the
plastic part left in the roof, I would slather it with JB weld or similar expoxy-type adhesive
unless you think you will be wanting to take it off again any time soon , and stick it back into
place and let it cure, while applying upward pressure. I did this with a little JB weld and mine
has been firmly in place ever since. ChaoticFury09 Well-Known Member. I had a very similar
issue when I went to change the bulbs in my I found some youtube videos of other people doing
the install. From what I was able to figure out, in the 's they went from single side clips pre 18 to
double sided clips. I ended up having to pull the housing down with one hand and then use a
screwdriver to depress each side of the clip. You have to press the outside of the clip and then
the interior for each side, so four in total. You need to keep holding it so can't let go of the
housing otherwise it goes back up. Super annoying, the worst design I have ever seen. It was
almost as bad as the vanity lights. Makes me miss Toyota, so easy to do. If your metal clips and
plastic clips are still in tact, you can bend the metal ones back and then push the housing back
up. It should secure it. Otherwise the electrical tape sounds like a good idea. I did the same
thing. I broke both clips that are still attched to the roof. Im working on a solution but for the
time being I just pressed my harness back up. It's barely holding and has annoying nvh now. Is
it still possible to pry open the map light lenses with a pick and install the LEDs that way? I
think American Muscle showed that in their install video. ChaoticFury09 said:. I tried that but it
ended up being worse for me. I ended up pushing the plastic piece that holds the bulb out of its
spot and then back into the housing. Had to pull the whole thing down to fix it. I would
recommend just being slow and taking your time. If you want I can link the YouTube videos that
I watched that might help. Ghost50 Well-Known Member. By far the dumbest effing design ever.
Those clips are like the jaws of death. Drivers side clip stayed inside the bracket and the bracket
separated from the plastic housing on the roof. Passenger side clip broke off. I got the lights in.
But now I have a map light housing that does not sit flush. Any suggestions on how I can get it
to sit flush again? Get the metal clip out and attach it to the plastic post. Use screw if needed to
put it in the correct place. You must log in or register to reply here. Forums New posts Search
forums Image search. Showcase New items New comments Latest reviews Search showcase.
Media New media New comments Search media. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search
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Change style. Contact Us. Close Menu. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please
enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. LED Map light install - broken dome light
housing tab ugh. Thread starter Kevin08 Start Date Mar 9, Kevin08 Well-Known Member.
According to the internet, it's the easiest thing to do - pry dome light housing down from the
back, pop out bulbs, put in new ones. For whatever reason, my dome light housing took a LOT
more force to undo than any other video on the internet I've seen, when it finally did pop out,
half of the passenger side plastic mounting tab stayed inside of the metal clip that retains it. Of

course this would happen to me. Anyway, now it's very loose and wiggles a lot. BlownOne
Horsepower Fiend. I had the same thing happen to me when I did my led light kit. That stupid
tab gets caught and separates from the housing. Actually I started breaking the plastic holder
inside the roof from yanking so hard. I still hate that dome light lol. Kevin08 said:. ValidusTalon
Well-Known Member. I had nearly the same thing, also on the passenger side - the plastic tab
stuck in the metal clip and was basically shredded. To resolve the issue I had to bend the metal
tab back into shape it got messed up too! My short term fix was to wrap some electrical tape
around the plastic tab. It added enough material so the metal clip could grab onto something
and seems to be holding firm some 6 months later. Cinch it up, try to tuck the buckle part of the
tie in, and just cut the zip tie if I had to replace the bulb in the future MagneRush Member.
MagneRush said:. Same thing happened to me in my brand new ride Anyways, long story short,
they called me yesterday and said that the Service manager denied to cover it under warranty
so I either got to argue and convince him that it came from the factory like that or fix it myself. A
bunch of bullshit for a dome light. I personally think the design is wrong because the clips used
are way too tight and break the cheap thin plastic tabs off before they release out of the roof
mount. How much of yours broke off? If there is any of the plastic part left in the roof, I would
slather it with JB weld or similar expoxy-type adhesive unless you think you will be wanting to
take it off again any time soon , and stick it back into place and let it cure, while applying
upward pressure. I did this with a little JB weld and mine has been firmly in place ever since.
ChaoticFury09 Well-Known Member. I had a very similar issue when I went to change the bulbs
in my I found some youtube videos of other people doing the install. From what I was able to
figure out, in the 's they went from single side clips pre 18 to double sided clips. I ended up
having to pull the housing down with one hand and then use a screwdriver to depress each side
of the clip. You have to press the outside of the clip and then the interior for each side, so four
in total. You need to keep holding it so can't let go of the housing otherwise it goes back up.
Super annoying, the worst design I have ever seen. It was almost as bad as the vanity lights.
Makes me miss Toyota, so easy to do. If your metal clips and plastic clips are still in tact, you
can bend the metal ones back and then push the housing back up. It should secure it.
Otherwise the electrical tape sounds like a good idea. I did the same thing. I broke both clips
that are still attched to the roof. Im working on a solution but for the time being I just pressed
my harness back up. It's barely holding and has annoying nvh now. Is it still possible to pry
open the map light lenses with a pick and install the LEDs that way? I think American Muscle
showed that in their install video. ChaoticFury09 said:. I tried that but it ended up being worse
for me. I ended up pushing the plastic piece that holds the bulb out of its spot and then back
into the housing. Had to pull the whole thing down to fix it. I would recommend just being slow
and taking your time. If you want I can link the YouTube videos that I watched that might help.
Ghost50 Well-Known Member. By far the dumbest effing design ever. Those clips are like the
jaws of death. Drivers side clip stayed inside the bracket and the bracket separated from the
plastic housing on the roof. Passenger side clip broke off. I got the lights in. But now I have a
map light housing that does not sit flush. Any suggestions on how I can get it to sit flush again?
Get the metal clip out and attach it to the plastic post. Use screw if needed to put it in the
correct place. You must log in or register to reply here. Please expect shipping and customer
service delays. We appreciate your patience and continued support. Product View Product
Details. Product C. This assembly includes everything you need to replace the original courtesy
light map light assembly. Includes the Product D. Reproduction of the original interior deluxe
door light assemblies designed for use on Deluxe and Mach 1 Mustang door panels. Each
deluxe door lamp set is a direct-fit replacement that feature bright chrome bezels and Product
B. Correct reproduction of the original Mustang and Cougar quarter lamps designed to replace
the broken or missing originals. This complete lamp assembly includes the socket, lens, wiring
and bezel. Various Ford models featured a dome lamp that includes a separate chrome bezel or
base and a white plastic dome lens. This dome lens is manufactured to exact factory specs and
will replace the original cracked or missing Reproduction of the original courtesy light switch
dome lamp designed for use on multiple Ford vehicles. Each switch is designed to replace the
original and will fit and fuction correctly when installed. Switch installs in This reproduction
dome lamp bezel is designed to replace the cracked or broken original bezel. Injection molded
process is used to replicate the original in every detail. Features all the details of the original
dome light Product 13AB. LED dome lamp kit is 5 times brighter than stock. The classic white
color automatically dims to help save battery life. Even though the Mustangs didn't have a dome
light, you can mount this to the existing brackets Product A. Reproduction of the original dome
lens located at the rear of the courtesy lights on Fastback models. The dome lamp bezel is
available separately. See part B for correct chrome bezel. Sold individually. Product AE. Product
RE This Standard Dome Light Dimmer upgrades the boring stock dome light system on most

Ford vehicles from the s through the s. This device provides both the? This Deluxe Dome Light
Dimmer upgrades the boring stock dome light system on most Ford vehicles from the s through
the s. It provides? Close Notification. Toll Free 1. Select Year All Years Select Make All Makes.
Select Model All Models. View As: Grid Detail. General Information. If you continue to have
problems with this form, please contact us during normal business hours. Please expect
shipping and customer service delays. We appreciate your patience and continued support.
Product View Product Details. Product MLA1. Proper interior lighting is important for
convenience and piece of mind. If the interior dome light on your Mustang is loose, broken, or
missing this reproduction is a great replacement. It features 5 LEDs that are 4x Product 13AA.
Reproduction of the original dome lamp assembly for use on Mustangs. This complete
assembly includes the base, socket, wiring, bezel, lens, and mounting hardware. Even though
the Mustangs did not include a Product 13AB. LED dome lamp kit is 5 times brighter than stock.
The classic white color automatically dims to help save battery life. Even though the Mustangs
didn't have a dome light, you can mount this to the existing brackets Product C. This assembly
includes everything you need to replace the original courtesy light map light assembly. Includes
the Product 94L Reproduction of the original door jamb switch designed for use on Mustang
hatchback models. Each switch is designed to replace the old or faulty original. Mounts next to
the hatch latch and turns hatch light on when Product A. Reproduction of the original dome lens
located at the rear of the courtesy lights on Fastback models. The dome lamp bezel is available
separately. See part B for correct chrome bezel. Sold individually. Product FM Reproduction of
the original dome lamp assembly designed for use on Mustang models equipped with the
sunroof option. Will aslo work on Mustang hatch lamp asemble if you want with chrome
Manufactured to factory Product HK Product D. Reproduction of the original dome light lens
designed for use on various Ford and Mercury vehicles. This lens is designed for the coupe and
fastback models with a production date after Because of the mid year Product B. Various Ford
models featured a dome lamp that includes a separate chrome bezel or base and a white plastic
dome lens. This dome lens is manufactured to exact factory specs and will replace the original
cracked or missing Product E. This switch includes a stainless steel bezel. Each switch is
designed to replace the original and will fit and Reproduction of the original courtesy light
switch dome lamp designed for use on Mustangs. Each switch is designed to replace the
original and will fit and fuction correctly when installed. Switch installs in door Product F. This
lens is injection molded in the correct factory color and replaced the old or worn outt original.
See the vehicle Reproduction of the original dome lamp assembly designed for use on
Mustangs. Each dome lamp assembly is manufactured to exact OEM specifications using
original Ford tooling! Each base is injection molded including a Product AE. Reproduction
dome lamp lens for Mustang models. Manufactured to factory specifications featuring the
correct shape, and lens pattern. Product 74L Reproduction of the original dome lamp switch
rubber boot designed for use on Mustang models. This boot prevents water and debris from
entering the dome lamp switch. Mounts between the switch and door post. Reproduction of the
original interior deluxe door light assemblies designed for use on Deluxe and Mach 1 Mustang
door panels. Each deluxe door lamp set is a direct-fit replacement that feature bright chrome
bezels and Reproduction of the original courtesy light switch dome lamp designed for use on
multiple Ford vehicles. Switch installs in Reproduction of the original dome lamp bezel for use
on various Ford models between and Note: The Reproduction of the original dome lamp lens
designed for use on various Ford models including Mustang models. Each lens is manufactured
to exact factory specifications featuring the correct shape, and lens pattern This wiring acts as
a harness that runs from the taillight harness to the passenger side courtesy light. This direct
replacement also includes the fuel sending unit wiring that will connect to a 2-prong plug
underneath your Mustang courtesy light extension wires allows the courtesy door light harness
to reach back to the rear courtesy lights on the Mustang fastbacks. Product GF Oracle interior
LED bulbs are an easy and inexpensive way to update the look of any vehicle's cabin. With the
huge popularity of LED in luxury vehicles it is an easy upgrade that many of us are looking for,
interior lamps are Product RE This Standard Dome Light Dimmer upgrades the boring stock
dome light system on most Ford vehicles from the s through the s. This device provides both
the? This Deluxe Dome Light Dimmer upgrades the boring stock dome light system on most
Ford vehicles from the s through the s. It provides? This reproduction door light assembly is a
high-quality reproduction of the original Mustang assembly The door light activates the lamp
when the door is opened. Located at the bottom of the driver side and passenger side Correct
reproduction of the original Mustang and Cougar quarter lamps designed to replace the broken
or missing originals. This complete lamp assembly includes the socket, lens, wiring and bezel.
Reproduction of the original Mustang lamp assemby for use on Mustang Fastback models.
Manufactured to exact factory specifications, each lamp assembly will replace the original

exactly. This assembly including the Reproduction of the original overhead console map light
designed for use on all Mustang and Cougar models with overhead console assemblies. This
high quality reproduction includes polished chrome bezels and a pair of Reproduction of the
original dome lamp bezel designed for Mustang and a wide variety of other models. This
reproduction is manufactured in injection molded plastic and chromed offering an original
appearance. This is the first LED replacement dome light specifically made for Camaro models.
No modifications required, utilizes This reproduction dome lamp bezel is designed to replace
the cracked or broken original bezel. Injection molded process is used to replicate the original
in every detail. Features all the details of the original dome light Reproduction of the original
interior hatch lamp assembly designed for use on Mustang hatchback models. Will work on
Mustang dome lamp assembly with sunroof if you want with out chrome. This lamp is located
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t. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Ford Mustang Dome
Light. Refine by:. Dome Light part. Quantity Sold. Shop Ford Mustang Dome Light. Showing 1 10 of 10 results. Sort by:. Part Number: RB Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part
Number: A1R Universal Fit. Product Details Notes : 20, Hours Lifespan; 2 x 0. Product Details
Notes : 20, Hours Lifespan; 1. Product Details Notes : 20, Hours Lifespan; 2 x 1. Product Details
Notes : 20, Hours Lifespan; 0. Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 10 of 10 results. Dec 20, Gerald Scott.
Purchased on Nov 07, May 25, Purchased on May 03, Helpful Automotive Resources. Identify
the dome light in your car. Find the small opening slot between the lense and plastic molding of
the dome light. Insert your screwdriver or interior trim removal tool and gently wiggle the.
Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy
Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

